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Selecting the best Costa Rica holiday rental can be the difference between a great holiday & t

plenty of vacationers consider the Costa Rica holiday rental as ’just somewhere to stay’ since

Remember, your holiday home is where you’ll be sleeping, waking up, having lots of of your mea

If it rains or is unseasonably hot outside, you may end up stretched out reading a book to whi
Here are 10 tips for selecting the perfect Costa Rica holiday rental:

With the web, a web site is the quickest most convenient way for you to get information on pro

1. The single most important factor is whether or not you can "see" actual recent photos of th

With these lists as a guide, you’ll be able to quickly eliminate those rentals that won’t meet

2. List the amenities that are important to you, the ones without which you will feel incomple

3. List the activities that you require to be able to enjoy while on holiday. A morning activi
You also require to consider how close the holiday rental is to the airport. it is important

On your secondary list, you might have things like a hammock for lazing about, or pool waterfa

Some people feel that a great holiday is being able to walk or bicycle everywhere. Others don’

You also require to consider how close you require your holiday rental to be to the attraction
4. Identify your first, second & third choice of dates for renting the villa.
With several dates, you’ll save time when making arrangements.

If you prefer a holiday without the hassles of traffic, parking problems, crowds & long lines,
If you find a villa that you really require & you have some flexibility in scheduling, having

5. Call the telephone numbers for the holiday rentals that seem to meet your needs & speak dir

Be prepared with a list of questions. This allows you to compare apples to apples, & keeps you

It also gives you a feel for the person who will be your contact should you rent the villa & t

Other things to consider: Is there a welcome basket? Will the owner have essential items in th
Does the rental have air condition or do you have to depend on the winds to comfort you?

6. Ask what amenities are included.
You may learn of something that isn’t on your list but is perfect for your designs.
Does the rental have maid service? Last thing you require to do is make the beds or tidy the d
Does the rental have a washer & dryer? If so, you will not have to take as lots of cloths with

7. Inquire about restaurants, events & activities & other forms of local entertainment that ar
8. Are the owners local or do they have a management team helping 24/7?
Owners are a wealth of information about the area & can give you tips on great out-of-the-way
This can make a huge difference;

should something require immediate attention in the villa. t

9. How long has the owner been renting holiday rentals?
If the owner has worked with rental properties, they know what tenants expect & how to get thi

If this is a new venture, beware. The owner may be in it for "fun" & have no idea how to prepa
10. & last, when you look at the pics, can you see yourself having a great time there?

If the pics make you require to go right now, & the answers to the questions above meet your s
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